A new perspective on correlated polyelectrolyte adsorption: positioning, conformation, and patterns.
This work focuses on multiple chain deposition, using a coarse-grained model. The phenomenon is assessed from a novel perspective which emphasizes the conformation and relative arrangement of the deposited chains. Variations in chain number and length are considered, and the surface charge in the different systems ranges from partially neutralized to reversed by backbone deposition. New tools are proposed for the analysis of these systems, in which focus is given to configuration-wise approaches that allow the interpretation of correlated multi-chain behavior. It is seen that adsorption occurs, with a minimal effect upon the bulk conformation, even when overcharging occurs. Also, chain ends create a lower electrostatic potential, which makes them both the least adsorbed region of the backbone, and the prevalent site of closer proximity with other chains. Additionally, adsorption into the most favorable region of the surface overrides, to a large degree, interchain repulsion.